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INTRODUCTION
The OSCE/OSPE was first described by Harden RM et al., in 1975 
to combat the limitations of traditional clinical examination-long and 
short case, for improving its validity and reliability [1]. The traditional 
examination posed the limitations of reproducibility and validity of 
these examinations, inter-case variance, non-standardised scoring 
and no direct assessment of history taking, physical examination, 
laboratory procedures etc. To combat these limitations, OSCE, as 
envisaged by Harden RM, was a series of stations assigned with 
tasks of equal duration, encompassing one/multiple domains of 
learning wherein students can be assessed on a competency by 
a standardised checklist [1]. Khan KZ et al., represented OSCE 
as “An assessment tool based on the principles of objectivity and 
standardisation, in which the candidates move through a series 
of time-limited stations in a circuit for assessment of professional 
performance in a simulated environment. At each station, candidates 
are assessed and marked against standardised scoring rubrics by 
trained assessors” [2].

OSCE targets the ‘Shows How’ level of Miller’s pyramid of 
assessment in a simulated environment and has, since its inception, 
gained credence because of its objectivity and scope of multiple 
learning opportunities [3-5]. Past decade has revolutionised its 
role, particularly as a formative assessment tool for identification 
of learning gaps, tailoring feedback on student performance and 
need based instructional adjustments [6-10]. Since, its origin in 
1975, medical world has remodelled OSCE with contextual need 
and variations. The aim of this review was to explore the variations 
that have been coined and piloted with significant observations. 
The manuscript critically reviews these variations in terms of its 
applicability, utility and reproducibility in different settings.

A conventional OSCE: Typically an OSCE/OSPE comprises of 10-
20 individual stations that sample across a wide range of clinical or 
practical competencies as depicted in [Table/Fig-1] [11,12].

JOURNey Of OSCe fROm ACTUAl 
TO VIRTUAl
The exploration of this valid and reliable assessment tool has been 
substantial despite its limitations in terms of it being resource and 
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ABSTRACT
Objective Structured Clinical/Practical Examination (OSCE/OSPE) has come a long way since its inception by Harden RM in 1975. 
Literature offers many studies and reviews about its applicability in assessment and impact in learning outcomes. The present review 
traces the variants of OSCE as it has evolved over time with need and contextual variations, though still being sought after as one of 
the most valid tools in assessment of clinical and professional skills. The article reviews various forms viz., Group OSCE, Team OSCE, 
Objective structured assessments of technical skills, Shadow OSCE, Inter-professional OSCE, Inter-professional OSCE with Allied 
Embedded Actors, Reverse OSCE, Culture OSCE, e OSCE, Tele OSCE and Virtual OSCE in terms of the method and utility. Inspite of 
numerous variations, the principle of OSCE remain intact i.e., an effective tool to foster learning and attainment of clinical/practical 
competencies by direct observation of skills, timely and developmental feedback. The manuscript also gives an example of blueprint 
for assessment of skills wherein such OSCE variations can be planned depending on the nature and objective of assessment.

time intensive. In view of its strengths and feasibility, most of the 
variants have evolved to address a wide range of competencies in 
health care and adapting its utility more so as a learning tool. Some 
of the trialled variants are as listed below.

Shadow OSCe [13]
In Shadow OSCE, the examiner (observer) moves along with the 
learner through all stations and completes the checklists for all 
stations. Thus, the observer acts as a shadow of the examinee 
and has first-hand information about performance of a particular 
examinee for all stations of OSCE. The essential structure of the 
OSCE is maintained in this strategy. The observer is trained to 
observe on the selected tasks, give feedback and elicit reflection. 
Structured feedback is given to the examinee at the end of the 
OSCE for all the stations. The feedback is specifically targeted to 
reinforce correct approaches, identify gaps and suggestions for 
improvement in performance. 

1. Communication and professionalism skills

2. History taking skills

3. Physical examination skills

4. Practical/technical skills

5. Clinical-reasoning skills

6. Clinical decision making including differential diagnosis

7. Interpretation of clinical findings and investigations 

8. Management of a clinical situation including treatment and 
referral 

9. Patient education 

10. Health promotion 

11. Clinical problem solving skills 

12. Acting safely and appropriately in an emergency clinical 
situation 

13. Critical thinking in therapeutic management

14. Team skills 

15. Interdisciplinary health care management 

[Table/fig-1]: Range of Skills assessed in OSCE/OSPE [11,12].
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Challenge/shortfall: It is limited to few chosen skills in one 
disciple only.

Inter-professional Objective Structured Clinical 
examination (IP-OSCe) [20]
IP-OSCE is informative in assessing Interprofessional skills that 
involve teamwork and communication. Typically, in IP-OSCE a 
nurse and a medical student collaborate in caring for a standardised 
patient in ambulatory setting. 

utility: It can assess interprofessional knowledge, communication, 
teamwork and problem solving ability of learner in low ambulatory 
settings. The particular value of these IP-OSCE is that it can be place 
within a conventional OSCE to add a dimension of collaborative 
practice.

Challenge/shortfall: Few practice sessions are required before actual 
conduction of IP-OSCE to avoid confusion amongst examinees. 
Preparation of checklist requires meticulous planning in this method.

Inter-professional Objective Structured Clinical 
examination with Allied embedded Actors (AeA-IP 
OSCe) [21]
This is a variant of IP-OSCE wherein Allied Embedded Actors (AEAs) 
can be individuals who simulate the role of a pharmacist, social 
worker, technician etc. These role actors are trained to depict real life 
scenarios, complex situations, specific challenges, interprofessional 
teamwork issues, or any additional information necessary in patient 
care [22,23]. The Individual Team- work Observation and Feedback 
and guided feedback (iTOFT, a checklist designed for live observation 
and assessed in simulated situations of teamwork, behaviours, and 
skills) can be obtained.

utility: This can serve as a useful and effective method for 
incorporating Inter-professional Education (IPE) into the medical 
curriculum. It provides a real life immersive experience of working in 
an interprofessional team, understanding a complex clinical situation 
from multiple perspectives and act efficiently and collaboratively for 
better health care outcomes.

Challenge/shortfall: It is a resource intensive method and training 
of Allied embedded actors require lot of efforts.

Reverse OSCe (ROSCe) [24]
In this method, the role of tutor and student is reversed. The tutor 
demonstrates a given task on a particular station, whereas, a group 
of students act as observers. The tutor purposely misses a step 
and/or embedded an erroneous step while performing assigned 
tasks at a respective station. These fallacies, that are to occur while 
performing the given task, are pre-decided. The student has to 
record any deviation from the standard sequence of steps or identify 
the erroneous step. Apart from identifying the fallacies; student 
has to reflect upon the impact of such fallacies and also mention 
the correct approach. Significant attribute of Reverse OSCE is 
the inclusion of the last station as a “Reflect station” wherein the 
student has to reflect and record the details of their observation. 
Observation of communication, counselling and attitudinal skills can 
also be included in reverse OSCE.

utility: Reverse OSCE can be used as an assessment tool in 
situations where it is presumed that the student has to be assessed 
upon his thoroughness regarding a standard exercise through his 
observational and reflective skills. It can assess 8-10 students at a 
given time on one station, thus reducing the time of assessment. 
Since the students are observers in Reverse OSCE, technicians, 
residents and junior staff can take the role of demonstrators. 

Challenge/shortfall: Embedding erroneous steps or planning of 
missing a step in ROSCE requires considerable thought and training 
of demonstrators.

utility: The shadow examiner is intended for an optimised targeted 
feedback that is the hallmark of formative nature of OSCE. These 
modifications do not lead to any important bias in students’ 
score. This strategy may provide important insights for formative 
assessment in clinical performance.

Challenge/shortfall: Shadow observer (examiner) fatigue and single 
observer compromises the reliability of this method to some extent.

Group Objective Structured Clinical/Practical 
examination/Group Observed Procedural 
examination (GOSCe) [10,14,15]
In GOSCE, examinees are assigned in groups of four to five rather 
than individually as in traditional OSCE. The respective groups 
rotate around OSCE stations and take turns in performing assigned 
tasks in subsequent stations. The examinee who has performed 
the assigned task at a given station narrates his/her findings to 
the observer, whilst the rest of the group members observe. Later, 
the observer can ask other group members to contribute. GOSCE 
gives the advantage of optimal time and resource utilisation and 
also provide opportunity to the examinees to learn by observing 
each other.

utility: The GOSCE is an efficient, learner centred, experiential learning 
approach for assessing communication skills, clinical reasoning, self-
assessment and giving feedback in a low-resource setting.

Challenge/shortfall: Duration at each station may be increased in 
GOSCE. Preparation of checklist requires meticulous planning.

Team OSCe [16]
Team OSCE gives opportunity for assessment of skills necessary 
in working with a health care team, understanding role of 
other team members, shared decision-making, paraphrasing, 
maintaining confidentiality and empathy. It involves role playing in a 
multidisciplinary team by trainees who take the role of health care 
worker other than their specialty, for example a psychiatry trainee 
plays the role of psychiatry social worker. 

utility: The approach can be of significance in any specialty where 
team approaches are needed (palliative care, chronic illnesses, road 
traffic accidents). It can help promote understand the role of other 
team members, shared decision-making, problem-solving, handling 
unexpected events, giving feedback and closure.

Challenge/shortfall: Few practice sessions are required before 
actual conduction of Team OSCE to avoid confusion amongst 
examinees. Preparation of checklist requires meticulous planning 
in this method.

Objective Structured Assessments of Technical Skills 
(OSATS) [17,18]
OSATS are structured assessment of surgical skills in operating room 
or laboratory. It was first used by University of Toronto in the 1990s 
as a multi-station performance-based examination of surgical skills. 
Conventionally, it consisted eight-station of 15 minutes each (total 
2 hour) with bench model simulation of excision of a skin lesion, 
the insertion of a T-tube, abdominal wall closure, hand-sewn bowel 
anastomosis, stapled bowel anastomosis, control of Inferior Vena 
Cava (IVC) haemorrhage, pyloroplasty, and tracheostomy.

Typically, the skills are evaluated on two components, an operation 
specific checklist and a global rating scale. The global rating scale 
consists of seven evaluation items scored on a 5-point scale. The 
seven evaluation items are: 1) Respect for Tissue; 2) Time and 
Motion; 3) Instrument handling; 4) knowledge of instrument; 5) Flow 
of operation; 6) Use of assistant; and 7) knowledge of specific 
procedure [19].

utility: OSATS can be used to evaluate and teach both basic and 
complex skills to residents. The global rating scale can be applied 
to any skill assessment since it is generic in nature.
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Peer-led multi Role Practice OSCe (PrOSCe) [25]
It is a series of totally peer-led multi-role practice OSCEs (PrOSCEs) as 
an alternative to large scale mock OSCEs. The PrOSCEs are designed 
to closely replicate real OSCEs. In practice OSCEs, the students take 
the role of examinee, observer and patient turn by turn, entirely from 
practice point of view, throughout the curriculum. This practice ensures 
that student get sufficient opportunities to practice the necessary skills 
in a safe environment without any resource constraint.

utility: The primary objective of PrOSCEs is to provide a low cost, 
low administrative burden format for OSCE practice. It is resource 
efficient and easy to replicate. It is envisaged that this multi-role 
aspect of this approach can enable the learner to understand clinical 
condition from patient’s perspective and nurture empathetic skills. 

Challenge/shortfall: Practice sessions in PrOSCE are time intensive. 

Culture OSCe [6,26]
Culture OSCE was proposed with the principle that Health care 
training involves dealing with different cultural and ethnic groups 
and inculcation of culturally relevant competencies is a must for a 
health professional. In this method the standardised patients from 
the relevant cultural groups or the ones trained to understand 
specific cultural issues are recruited and relevant clinical conditions 
are kept in OSCE stations. Costumes and props are also utilised to 
enhance the authenticity of the encounter. Observers are specifically 
trained to observe such encounters, on a rating scale that include 
communication and cultural skills and give constructive feedback. 

utility: The objective of the Culture OSCE is to provide an opportunity 
to develop cultural competency skills that are an integral part of 
training in health care from global perspective.

Challenge/shortfall: Practice sessions in Culture OSCE are time 
intensive.

e-OSCe [27-29]
e-OSCE combats one of the biggest challenges of manual entry 
and analysis of scores at each station. The student’s record, 
scoring, analysis and feedback included is entered into i-pad that is 
connected to the main server. A considerable amount of man hours 
is reduced with e-OSCE and customised score sheet with feedback 
can be shared with the learner in digital form.

utility: e-OSCEs reduced the post-examination manual compilation 
of data, minimises potential errors in managing scores and enables a 
quick and efficient feedback mechanism. The challenge is extensive 
for pre-examination data feeding in the software and handling of 
technology by the examiners.

Challenge/shortfall: For e-OSCEs, observers need to be trained 
in handling the technology and customise digital feedback for 
every learner.

Tele OSCe [30]
In tele-OSCE, the Examinee, Observer and Standardised patient 
participate from different locations through a digital platform like 
webex, zoom, Blackboard, Learning space etc. A variant can be 
Student and Observer from same location and Standardised patient 
from different location via a computer screen. 

utility: Students learn core concepts of practising patient centered 
medicine using technology while also getting the novel experience of 
what a telemedicine encounter is like. Appropriate Communication 
and clinical reasoning skills in a virtual encounter is emphasised.

Challenge/shortfall: Standardised patient, Observer and student 
need to be trained for effectively implementing this tool on digital 
platform.

Virtual OSCe (VOSCe) [31]
Virtual OSCEs, offer a range of variations for designing OSCE stations 
wherein a 3-D interactive virtual OSCE station allows the user to “live 
in” and interact via his or her graphic representation, or “avatar” 
utilise virtual reality for an immersive experience. Virtual worlds 
are engaging, media-rich simulation environments that promote 
“experiential learning” and that have been used for training and skills 
assessment. In virtual OSCEs virtual case scenario based stations 
can be gamified and be remotely accessed by students [32-35].

utility: Virtual OSCE is especially useful for assessing skills that 
require typical situations like Emergency management, team-based 
skills, disaster management, and cultural competencies. Avatars 
can serve as alternative to standardised patients that can be 
programmed in multiple ways and are consistent in presentation of 
range of clinical conditions.

Challenge/shortfall: Virtual OSCE requires prior training and 
sophisticated gadgets for learners to immerse in 3D virtual world.

AN OSCe fOR All SeASONS!
With increased evidence of high validity, OSCEs have become more 
sophisticated and are portraying more realistic clinical scenarios. 
It is a tool that has evolved with changing needs and contextual 
variations. A sneak peek into the series of evidences that explores 
its utility for learning and assessment; confirm its attributes of a 
good and useful tool as described by Van der Vleuten CP about five 
such criteria of a test tool viz.,reliability, validity, educational impact, 
cost efficiency and acceptability [36].

Skills to be assessed 

Type of OSCE

Conventional (with 
Sp/response station/

question station)
gOSCE/

Team OSCE ip-OSCE
AEA- ip-

OSCE prOSCE
Shadow 
OSCE rOSCE

Culture 
OSCE OSATS e-OSCE

Tele/virtual 
OSCE

History taking ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Psychomotor skill/
Physical examination/
specific surgical skill 

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Communication/
Attitudinal/Consultation 

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Problem solving ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Cognitive skills ∗ ∗

Clinical decision ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Critical thinking/problem 
solving

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Interprofessional skills ∗ ∗

Practice sessions ∗

[Table/fig-2]: Blueprint for choosing OSCE variations for assessing different skills (*mean the factor is present in that category).
Professional year: 1st MBBS, Subject: Physiology, Theme/System: Cardiovascular system; OSCE: Objective structural clinical examination; GOSCE: Group objective structural clinical examination; 
 ITOSCE: Interprofessional structural clinical examination; AEA: Allied embedded actors; tROSCE: Tear-led objective structural clinical examination; ROSCE: Reverse objective structural clinical examination; 
OSATS: Objective structured assessment of tecnical skills; e-OSCE: Electronic Objective structural clinical examination
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OSCE variations, as described above, can be considered while 
planning OSCE for assessment of learning. It is recommended 
that a judicious admixture of various forms may ascertain a more 
holistic assessment of various competencies of a clinician, leader 
and member of health care team, communicator and a professional 
[37]. [Table/Fig-2] depicts an OSCE blueprint for planning OSCE/
OSPE of Cardiovascular system in Physiology depending upon the 
skill that needs to be assessed. It gives a range of options that can 
be considered for assessing a chosen skill and the level of learning 
of the student.

CONClUSION(S)
Irrespective of the design of OSCE, the basic intent of OSCE remains 
the same: an assessment tool to foster learning. Depending upon 
intent and objective of OSCE, the various different forms can be 
mixed and matched or may be performed in isolation. Whether, it 
is adopted in its conventional form or any variation; the chronology 
of its impactful implementation remains consistent i.e., diligent 
planning, adequate preparation, smooth implementation that 
involves direct observation of skills viz., psychomotor, affective, 
communication, attitudinal, problem solving, clinical reasoning, 
critical reasoning, inter-professional etc., and timely, specific and 
developmental feedback. Further studies should be focussed more 
towards impact of these different forms of OSCE weighed against 
its feasibility in achieving intended outcomes.
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